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Abstract
The rapid adoption of social media, along with the easy access to peer information and interactions, has resulted in massive online word-of-mouth communication. These interactions among consumers have an increasing power over the success or failure of companies and brands. Drawing upon word-of-mouth communication and consumer behaviour theories, this paper investigates the use of word-of-mouth communication through social media among a group of Danish consumers. The findings suggest that electronic word-of-mouth communication among friends and peers affect consumer behaviour. Additionally, peer communication is perceived as more objective and therefore found more reliable than companies’ brand communication. Furthermore, negative word-of-mouth is perceived as more trustworthy compared to positive messages, which are often believed to be too subjective. The research findings emphasise the importance one has to assign to social media as a source of reputation for companies and brands, which eventually impact consumers’ choices. Furthermore, according to our study, Danes indicate they don’t prefer anonymous communication on Social Media and they still prefer traditional word-of-mouth communication instead of electronic word-of-mouth.

1 Introduction
Due to advances in technology, people with similar interests, backgrounds or attitudes can join communities of like-minded people and share views, exchange information and build relationships, regardless of where they are in the world. This form of online word-of-mouth communication seems to offer new opportunities and challenges for businesses because consumers’ interests in brands have grown rapidly; they therefore communicate more extensively about their experiences as consumers – affecting the images of these companies and brands. Hence, although companies may consider their website to be the primary place that people will visit to find information about them, this is no longer the case (Bradley, 2010). Additionally, the rapid spread of information via the Internet and the growing impact of the media have broken down physical and geographical boundaries and caused organisations to become even more cautious about their reputations (Deshpande and Sarkar,
People tend to believe what they hear through their social networks and peers not merely what they are told by the companies. In the marketing literature, the term word-of-mouth (WOM) was coined by Bass in 1969 to identify a consumer-dominated communication channel. WOM is defined as the communication between consumers about a product, service, or a company in which the sources are considered independent of commercial influence (Bass, 1969; Brown, Broderick and Lee, 2007; Litvin, 2008). Marketing and communication scholars have long stressed the potential of these “unstructured social relations like gossip, WOM, and lately online sociality to function as a medium of communication” (Hansen et al., 2011, p. 2). The assumption is that highly satisfied or dissatisfied customers are very likely to share their experiences within their social networks, among friends or colleagues, and in doing so influence consumer behaviour (Reichheld, 2003). Consumer behaviour incorporates processes of browsing and selection, purchase, use, evaluation and sometimes influencing others (Varey, 2001, p. 42). Therefore, the influence of WOM can be investigated at different levels of the purchase process. For instance, a negative review about a product can dissuade some consumers from buying a product and/or lead others to extend their browsing process. Electronic-WOM (eWOM) is a new communication phenomenon which, as WOM, has a powerful force in persuasion of digital consumers and which require further investigation (Sen and Lerman, 2007). eWOM is a less personal but more ubiquitous form of WOM which has spread recently with the advent of social media and extensive Internet use. Drawing on studies related to WOM, e-WOM communication (Kozinets et al., 2010), consumer behaviour theory (Varey, 2001, Reicheld 2003) and social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954, Prendergast et al., 2010) the study investigates e-WOM and attitudinal changes in consumer behaviour in Denmark.

In particular the article aims to investigate extremely relevant questions, such as: Why are word-of-mouth messages from friends and peers through social media felt to be more trustworthy than messages from companies? How do word-of-mouth messages from friends and peers influence consumer behaviour? Is there a difference in the influence of positive and negative word-of-mouth messages? Are negative word-of-mouth messages communicated online to a greater extent than positive messages? Given the increasing relevance of customer to customer communication for companies, this paper investigates the use of word-of-mouth communication through social media. More specifically, this article focuses on the implications of word-of-mouth communication on consumer behaviour in Denmark. This exploratory study aims to contribute to the better understanding of the digital culture and the associated digital consumers’ behaviours and their implications on how eWOM influence consumer behaviour decision making.

The paper is organised as follows: the next section outlines the theoretical foundations of our study and the research questions. In this section, we describe the relevance and peculiarity of new social media sites as communication channels. After introducing the main theories regarding traditional word-of-mouth communication, we delineate the new issues of debate in regard to online word-of-mouth and we state our research questions. In the second section, we explain our research method and data collection process. Finally, we present and discuss our empirical findings in light of their implications for the companies.

1 The word “peers” here refers to people who are equal in areas such as age, education or social class as well as fellow consumers.
2 Theoretical background and research questions

2.1 Social media and the social technographics profile (STP)

The concept of social media refers to all the web-based technologies (also termed social software or social technologies) that enable people to connect, share, communicate and co-create content online (Mayfield, 2008; Kietzmann et al., 2011). Social media include social networking sites (e.g. LinkedIn, Facebook), wikis (e.g. Wikipedia), forums (e.g. Adult Fans of Lego (AFOL)), podcasts, content communities (e.g. Flickr, YouTube), blogs and microblogging (e.g. Twitter).

These tools allow people to share their personal experiences and share knowledge easily (Razmerita, Kirchner and Sudzina, 2009) and thus to articulate their personal knowledge into collective knowledge, while at the same time enable users different levels of control and interactivity over the level of personal disclosure through the shared content depending on the type of technology they use (Razmerita, Kirchner and Nabeth, 2014).

Social media allow people around the world to communicate without regard for the limitations of geography and time, to find each other and gather in groups based on a wide range of cultural and subcultural interests and social affiliations (Kozinets et al., 1999). People like to know about the good, the bad, and the ugly side of other people, places, and situations, as well as to share this information with others, often as quickly as possible (Safko and Brake, 2009).

Digital consumer behaviour on social media is an important topic of research for marketers which may also contribute to the design and implementation of social media tools, campaigns and strategies effectively. However, there are differences in the ways consumers approach the new technologies in terms of type of activity and level of participation that must be taken into account. One of the more recent studies investigating the digital behaviours of consumers was proposed by Forrester Research (Li and Bernoff, 2008). The study has introduced the Social Technographics Profile (STP), which is a way to classify people based on the type of social media activities in which they engaged in the last month. The Social Technographics Profile is proposed as a useful tool for social media marketing campaigns or brand monitoring taking into account the online behavioural pattern of social media users. The social media users are placed into one of the following groups according to their type of activity and level of involvement:

- **Creators:** publish web pages, write blogs, upload videos and music, write articles and post them.
- **Conversationalists:** update status on a social networking site, post updates on Twitter.
- **Critics:** post ratings, write reviews, comment on blogs, contribute to online forums, contribute to/edit wikis.
- **Collectors:** use RSS feeds, add tags to web pages and photos
- **Joiners:** use social networking sites
- **Spectators:** read blogs, watch videos, listen to podcasts, read forums and customer ratings/reviews.
- **Inactives:** are online, but do not participate in social media.
The underlying objective of STP is to be able to conduct a successful social media campaign based on the assumptions that you can better engage with the digital consumers, knowing their usage patterns and knowing that these usage patterns vary from country to country. However these types are not exclusive and some people fit in one or more categories based on their activities. Furthermore it is known that only a very small percentage of the populations on the web are creators. In our study we use STP as a reference model and we map a group of Danish consumers and their identified online behavioural patterns and electronic word-of-mouth communication into this model.

2.2 From ‘Old’ to ‘New’ media communication and digital culture

Creating, sharing and transforming content is something humans have always done, but capturing and sharing through digital technology is relatively new (Lessig, 2004). Social media facilitate new ways to interact with each other online and people use these technologies in ways that enable and extend their traditional means to communicate and produce cultural objects. Online media have enabled two-way, many-to-many communication at a massive level and a shift away from the old mass media communication paradigm centred on top-down communication processes. Traditionally, public opinion was thought to be channelled by a number of important media institutions such as newspapers, radio and television stations, and corporate communication was to a large extent conceived as the practice of using these institutions in order to convey a desired message about a company. The general assumption of this paradigm was that the receiver was highly passive.

In the online world today, the new media allow many-to-many interactions and facilitate multilateral communication among users. Therefore receivers can be more active in creating and sharing online content, either bilaterally or multilaterally through several interconnected channels (Bruns, 2008; Benkler, 2006; Rafaeli and Sudweeks, 1997). While the democratic power of users’ bottom-up online content co-creation has been challenged at the theoretical-conceptual level (Jensen and Helles, 2011; Van Dijck and Nieborg, 2009) and through empirical studies (Colleoni (2013) has shown the poor level of interactivity between users and companies; Hargittai and Hsieh (2010) have shown the relationship between social background and the Internet usage), still the word-of-mouth mechanism has proven to be effective and disruptive in several cases in the last decade, as in the case of Dave Caroll vs. United Airlines. In 2008, United Airlines broke Canadian musician Dave Caroll’s guitar because of wrong handling of luggage. Dave recorded a video (United Breaks Guitars) about his experience and posted it on YouTube. The video quickly went viral and within a few weeks the video had been played more than 3.5 million times resulting in both reputational brand damage and an economic crisis for United Airlines. This and other cases of corporate’s loss of control over its image, has raised the attention to the relevance of the digital channels as forms of consumers’ online expressions.

Denmark is a country at the forefront of New Media usage. According to the Internet World Stats, 93% of the Danish population have Internet access in mid-year 2012. A recent report from Statistics Denmark suggests that 51% of 16-74 year old Danes have a Facebook account. The second-largest online social network service in Denmark is LinkedIn, is trailing far behind at only 8% of the population, and Twitter is used by only 4% of the population. Furthermore, 68% of Danes purchased goods and services online in 2010, according to findings from Statistics Denmark's Statistical Yearbook 2011. The percentage reached 83% among those aged 20 to 39 years old. However, according to our knowledge and literature review, little is known about Danish electronic word-of-mouth and online information.
consumer behaviour. An exception is represented by the work of Jepsen (2006), who has focused on virtual communities in Denmark. Her goal was to assess whether consumers’ opinions are replacing or supplementing traditional information source in consumer behaviour. Following Kozinets framework (1999) for segmenting consumers participating in a virtual community, she has identified four types of users: “Insiders have strong ties to other members of the community and the consumption activity is central to the person’s self-image. Devotees only have ties to the product, Minglers only have ties to the other members of the community, and Tourists have neither” (Jepsen, 2006: 249). She carried out an online survey in which 103 respondents were recruited from four consumption-oriented newsgroups on the Danish Usenet section. She found that “virtual communities, to some extent replace commercial sources such as sales personnel, brochures, and advertisements distributed by mail, but only replace primary reference groups as sources of product information to a very limited extent” (Jepsen, 2006, p. 247). Therefore, this study suggests that personal networks, online and offline might be of great relevance to understand new consumption patterns. Indeed, while consumers newsgroups are shaping in part the way consumers search for product information, there is a great deal of product opinions and comments that are shared in online social networks. As pointed out by Fieseler et al. (2009), in their social networks users tend to share different set of experiences and opinions, including their experiences with brands and products. This article focuses on how Danish consumers use new media to share product information and on the implications for companies by investigating consumers’ word-of-mouth in online social networks.

1.3 Word-of-Mouth communication

Word-of-mouth communication (WOM) has existed for many years and was originally defined as oral, person-to-person communication between a receiver and a communicator. Furthermore, WOM was described as having a fleeting nature because it occurred spontaneously and disappeared as soon as it had been uttered (Breazeale, 2008). As illustrated in the previous sections, the first change brought by the WOM in social networks is the loss of control over the messages distributed on the web. This is in contrast to the traditional integrated communications paradigm where traditionally companies have a high degree of control (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Throughout history, WOM theory has developed from (a) an Organic Inter-consumer Influence Model, where the influence occurs between one consumer and another, across (b) a Linear Marketer Influence Model, where the marketer actively attempts to influence the consumer, to (c) a Network Coproduction Model, where consumers are regarded as active co-producers of value and meaning and whose use of WOM can be creative and even resistant (Kozinets et al., 2010). More recently, the notion of electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) has been introduced in order to capture the new online interactive dimension and to account for the consumer empowerment that this has entailed. Electronic word-of-mouth refers to all “the consumers’ options for gathering unbiased product information from other consumers and [...] the opportunity for consumers to offer their own consumption-related advice” (Henning-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh and Gremler, 2004, p. 39) by engaging in online conversations. These online social interactions, in the shape of online communities, represent a space where groups of consumers with similar interests actively seek and exchange information about prices, quality manufacturers, retailers, company ethics, company history, product history and other consumption-related characteristics (Kozinets et al., 1999). Electronic word-of-mouth within communities such as Internet forums, newsgroups and consumers’ recommendation websites, provides consumers with the ability to share real-time experiences in the form of opinions and knowledge almost anywhere to almost anyone connected. Additionally, eWOM differs from traditional WOM as
the sources of information are often individuals who have little or no prior relationship with
the information seeker, as in the case of online consumer to consumer communication (Xia
and Bechwati, 2010). In this article, we refer to eWOM communication as “any positive or
negative statement made by potential, actual, or former customers about a product or a
company, which is made available to a multitude of people and institutions via the Internet”
(Henning-Thurau et al., 2004, p. 39). As for traditional word-of-mouth, eWOM has been
associated with some specific consumers’ behavior. In the following, we present general and
well-recognized assumptions and theories about eWOM. While these assumptions are widely
recognized, only few studies have investigated the applicability to the Danish context.
Therefore, we consider it relevant to investigate eWOM communication among friends and
consumers to assess whether these assumptions apply to the Danish context.

2.3.1 The role of anonymity in Electronic Word-of-Mouth
A feature of the traditional definition of WOM is that it was not anonymous. While traditional
WOM is very private, eWOM is much more public and can reach several people and at the
same time can be highly anonymous. As pointed out by Breitsohl et al. (2010), a crucial
dilemma for contemporary studies is the role played by anonymity. In her seminal work on
online identities, Turkle (1995) explained how people explore new identities online in which
they act-out facets of their personalities. For instance, women have discovered that there can
be consequences from revealing one’s gender online (Turkle, 1995). According to Preece and
Maloney-Krichmar (2002), who have investigated online communities’ dynamics, online
communication in general and eWOM in particular can be a valuable channel of
communication because those who lack confidence in face to face situations become more
confident online and lose their inhibitions (Preece and Maloney-Krichmar, 2002, p. 7). On the
basis of this, the following research question has been formulated:

*R1:* Does the possibility to communicate anonymously increases the preference for
electronic WOM?

2.4 Social Comparison
The American social psychologist Leon Festinger’s theory of social comparison proposes that
people evaluate their opinions and abilities by comparing them with those of others
(Festinger, 1954). However, “[a] person does not tend to evaluate his opinions or his abilities
by comparison with others who are too divergent from himself” (Festinger, 1954, p. 120).
People with similar characteristics and interests tend to form ties, i.e. homophily. The same
applies to online environment. As shown by Best & Krueger (2006), consumers online steer
their social interactions towards consumers similar to themselves by selecting certain topics
and participation in virtual communities. According to Prendergast et al. (2010), social
comparison theory suggests that similarity ought to be positively related to the persuasiveness
of the information being communicated and to behavioural intentions as well. Persuasiveness
is a mechanism through which similarity between the forum’s members influence each other’s
purchase intentions. As shown by Wang et al. (2008), homophily plays a significant role in
determining credibility perceptions and influencing the persuasive process online. Accordingly, Mangold and Faulds (2009) suggested that consumers perceive social media as a
more reliable source of information about brands than marketing-content. Thus, it can be
assumed that a peer relationship between sender and receiver of eWOM plays an important
role in the reliability and persuasiveness of the communicated message. On the basis of this,
the following research question can be formulated:
R2: Do Danish users find electronic word-of-mouth communication from peers and members of the online communities more trustworthy than messages communicated by companies?

2.5 Consumer behaviour and purchase decision
Consumer behaviour does not involve only the act of purchase itself. As Fig. 1 suggests, purchase decision-making also involves processes before and after the decision:

![Figure 1. Steps to ordered decision-making (adapted from Varey, 2001, p. 56)](image)

According to Varey (2001), some consumers may readily recognise their needs while others may influence other consumers in identifying new needs. The latter is often what happens with eWOM: a consumer hears about a product from other consumers and afterwards recognises the needs that the product may offer. The purpose of the search process is to find general ways that are available to meet the recognised needs, and once a particular way of satisfying the needs has been identified, we can seek more specific options, alternatives products and evaluate which is best. Once an alternative is selected, the purchase can take place, and during or after consumption we can make a judgement about the extent to which the purchase and consumption experiences are satisfactory. The fifth step is important in connection with eWOM because we tell our friends about our likes and dislikes, and we may try to dissuade them from buying the products we dislike. If we feel satisfied with a product, we may be more inclined to remain committed to that supplier and/or product when next we have a similar need. By contrast, if we feel dissatisfied, we may respond and express dissatisfaction, and according to Singh (1988), these negative responses need not be limited to those directed towards the seller (i.e., manufacturer, retailer, etc.) but can also involve third parties or even friends and relatives, i.e. negative eWOM. The last step of involving friends and relatives (and additionally peers) is central to this research. Another interesting aspect is the effect that this negative eWOM has on the receiver of the message. On the basis of the above, the following research questions are formulated:

R3: Do Danish users communicate negative electronic word-of-mouth messages through social media to a higher extent than they communicate positive messages?

R4: Do negative electronic word-of-mouth sentiments have more influence on consumer behaviour of Danish users than do positive sentiments?

3 Research Methodology
The research included a two-stage data collection process. Firstly, quantitative data has been collected through a questionnaire distributed via Facebook. Facebook is the most widely used social network among Danish Web users (Danmarks Statistik, 2011, p. 25). The survey consisted of 14 questions and reflected the empirical operationalization of our research hypotheses, as presented in the Appendix. Furthermore, the questionnaire requested users’ background information, such as age, gender and educational background. Snowball sampling technique (Goodman, 1961) was used in order to select the sample. Snowball sampling is based on a non-probabilistic approach where existing subjects recruit future subjects among
their social networks. Therefore, snowball sampling technique does not lead to a representative sample of the population, but it is particularly suitable for exploratory studies in “hard-to-reach” populations (Coomber, 1997). In this case, the technique seems particularly useful to capture the role of informal communication in online environments, given the particular “networked nature” of Facebook. Facebook has severe restrictions policies for what concerns users’ privacy that do not allow the researcher to have an overview of the population of interest. In order to create the sample, we sent the questionnaire to a group of Danish Facebook users in the age range of 15-50 years. We then asked the initial group of users to forward the questionnaire to their Facebook social connections. A methodological limitation of this study concerns the fact that the Facebook respondents were asked about their general eWOM habits and not only their Facebook usage in relation to WOM communication and friends-based recommendations of products and services. This could have biased the responses, which we could only partially control with the subsequent in-depth interviews carried out. The questionnaire was answered by 110 respondents.

The quantitative data was gathered from 22 July 2011 to 22 August 2011. In a second stage, semi-structured interviews were carried out. Five interviewees were selected among the survey’s respondents. The interviewees were selected according to gender, both men and women, age between 25 and 30, and from a diverse educational background, and therefore they constitute a convenience sample for our study. The interviews were designed in order to clarify results from the quantitative analysis and to explore more in-depth elements of eWOM behaviour. Furthermore, the interviewees did not focus on Facebook but on their use of social media in general. The interviews have contributed towards making sense of the questionnaire data and interpreting the results from both a cognitive and a behavioural perspective.

4 Data Analysis

4.1 Anonymous social media communication vs. identified or offline communication

The goal of this exploratory research is to investigate to what extent and why consumers engage in eWOM through online social media. First of all, we analysed a group of Danish consumers’ behaviour based on the Social Technographics Profile (STP), both as senders and receivers (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, the blue line represents users who have at least once recommended something and the red line users who have at least once received recommendations. Almost 50% of our sample have recommended or dissuaded people from buying a product at least once using online social media (Fig.2). For a large extent, consumers do actively write online messages and read other people’s messages about products and companies.

Nevertheless, the majority of the respondents communicate through social media rarely or seldom, rather than when they are proactive (11%) and communicate their experiences as consumers often or always. Furthermore, we have about 45% respondents who are lurkers, joiners and spectators according to STP. Moreover, by comparing this trend to how often the respondents search for information from peers about products and companies of their interest (Fig. 2 “Receivers”), it appears that consumers prefer to be receivers of eWOM to being senders. In relation to STP, the results above show that the respondents are mostly joiners and spectators who seldom choose to communicate their own experiences online but instead read and monitor the opinions of others.
Figure 2. Frequency of consumers sending and receiving recommendations in the form of eWOM in social media -percentage

In order to investigate how eWOM is used vis-à-vis offline communication, the respondents were also asked about their favourite communication channel for giving and receiving information about products and companies from other peers. Figure 3 shows that the vast majority of the respondents prefer to communicate either offline or through social media where they know the receivers of the messages and are themselves known by these receivers. As can be seen in Fig. 3, 59% of the consumers prefer face to face communication, 44% of the respondents prefer to communicate through online social networks and only 1% of the respondents prefer anonymous communication using social media (e.g. discussion forums). Surprisingly, the possibility of anonymous communication, which is thought to be one of the most important features provided by digital platforms, is not perceived as relevant when communicating personal consumer experiences.
Fig. 3: Preferred eWOM channels (percentage)

Fig. 4 emphasises consumers’ propensity to engage in offline WOM in comparison with online communication. As it can be seen, 55% of the respondents prefer to communicate face to face instead of using social media sites (6%); 20% of the consumers do not perceive any differences between the different communication channels, while 19% are undecided.

The users’ preference to communicate face to face instead of using online social media was also confirmed through qualitative interviews. One of the interviewees argued that more people communicate about products and companies offline because of the level of informality, i.e., “when communicating face to face you do not have to reflect that much about what you are saying because the situation is oral and most often very informal as opposed to online communication, which is mostly written and therefore seems to be more formal”. The group of Danish social media users involved in our survey do not prefer the anonymity of social media for eWOM over face to face/offline communication.

4.2 Trustworthiness and persuasion of online communication

In relation with trustworthiness and persuasion of different online information sources (formulated as $R_2$), the majority of the respondents answered that offline friends are the most trustworthy source of information, followed by social network friends as compared with corporate communication. However, it is relevant to notice that consumer to consumer communication is perceived as trustworthy by half of the sample, while only 5% find them unreliable. Finally, only a small proportion of the respondents find companies and brands trustworthy (less than 10%), the majority are neutral while over a third finds companies and brands untrustworthy or even very untrustworthy. Thus, a majority would appear to believe that individuals – friends, peers or unknown consumers – are more trustworthy than companies and brands.
Figure 5: Trustworthiness of online sources (percentage)

Some respondents’ qualitative statements support this argument:

- ‘If I use this kind of information, it is because it is more trustworthy what my friends say than the company itself.’
- ‘Because I trust that what they say about their experiences is true.’

Messages communicated by friends and peers about a product or company are more trustworthy than messages communicated by companies, and therefore they are assumed to have a greater effect on consumers’ purchase behaviour, thereby supporting H2. The study suggests that the most trustworthy sources are friends and social network friends, because they are known by the receiver. However, the relationship between sender and receiver of the eWOM message is also important when defining the reliability of the messages written by other consumers. In this case, interviewees argue that other consumers are more trustworthy than companies because they share the same needs.

As explained by Festinger (1954) the belief of sharing a similar condition increases trust among people, even if they are strangers, as in the case of consumers’ reviews. Following Festinger’s (1954) theory, people do not normally hold their opinions up against that of others who are too divergent from themselves, and the tendency to compare oneself with another person decreases as the difference between that person’s opinion and one’s own increases. If the receiver does not seem to be similar to the sender, persuasion will not be successful. It is generally believed that people who write product reviews online do not benefit financially when writing positively about a product or a company. Thus, friends and other consumers (peers) are more trustworthy than companies because their opinions about products and companies are considered to be more neutral and objective. Furthermore, the amount of information and opinions available from other consumers is an important factor because it enables people to compare a lot of different statements and thereby obtain an overall view of the quality of about a product or company. This may also be why the interviewees all express a need to read a range of different consumer statements before expressing an opinion about what is most reliable. When asked how they would measure the reliability of a message, the interviewees agreed that they would always read more than one statement. This suggests that
parts of the opinion-making process are socially constructed and that users have become active participants in the process of sense making. They adopt and modify the sentiments of others in order to construct their own. Additionally, in some of the textual answers it emerged that offline communication about products and companies is sometimes preferred, or is perceived to be more trustworthy than online communication:

- ‘If the persons are a part of my circle of friends (offline) I generally welcome good advice and if they criticise/praise a product/company I am interested in, I trust them...’
- ‘It depends on the source of the recommendation. Testimonials on the company websites can be more or less trustworthy. [...] But if it is another consumer I meet on the street or overhear on the metro, I trust it more.’
- ‘I ask other people who are not in my online network but whom I can talk to face to face, e.g. good friends/parents and then reconsider the purchase after receiving new information.’

In general, the questionnaire respondents and the interviewees for the most part do not write or communicate eWOM themselves, but often read other people’s messages. The question then is if users engage more in positive or negative WOM.

4.3 Negative vs. positive sentiment in electronic word-of-mouth
Concerning the affective orientation of communication, this study has investigated propensity of negative versus positive eWOM. The answer to the question 5 of the questionnaire included in the appendix 1: “Do you think that you communicate negatively about products and companies more than you do positively?” reveal a fairly equal distribution. Fig. 6 shows no evidence of a predominant emotional attitude. The respondents choose to share positive and negative experiences more or less to the same extent.

![Figure 6. Affective orientation of eWOM (positive versus negative communication in percentage)](image URL)

Qualitative data based on the interviews specify that consumers rarely remember or reflect on positive experiences with products or companies unless they are extraordinary. “If I have experienced really good or really bad service, I will either recommend a company or warn against it.” However, the consumers mainly emphasise negative sentiments as driving eWOM, particularly when the brand or the company did not meet their expectations.
• “If I am very disappointed with the product (…) to warn others”.

![Bar chart showing the influence of negative versus positive messages on consumers’ behaviour](image)

**Figure 7.** The influence of negative versus positive messages on consumers’ behaviour (percentage)

The influence of negative messages on purchase decision-making is clear when users have to evaluate other people’s messages. This issue was investigated in question 9 of the questionnaire: “Do you notice more the negative messages from friends and other consumers about products and companies that you notice positive messages?” Indeed, as shown in Fig. 7 negative comments are noticed more than positive and, interestingly, that the interviewees do not always find positive messages trustworthy. These positive messages may be too subjective and not supported by facts. Indeed, positive statements are perceived as more personal and therefore less reliable, while negative comments are perceived as objective and therefore more trustworthy. The respondents communicate negative sentiments through social media to a higher extent than they communicate positive sentiments. However, the perceived degree of objectivity or subjectivity interpreted in a eWOM would appear to have a great effect on perceived reliability.

4.4. The impact on consumer behavior of electronic word-of-mouth communication

In the following, we focus on how the respondents use social media and eWOM for pre-purchase decision-making and if the recommendations and dissuasions by peers have any effect on consumer behaviour and purchase intention. Knowing and trusting the source of the eWOM has a great influence on persuasiveness. As previously stated, there is a difference in the perceived reliability of advice from friends as compared with that from other consumers. However, it is important to understand if and to what extent these two sources of information differ. The graph represented in Fig. 8 shows the distribution of responses to positive sentiments from friends and online connections vs. other consumers. The answers are responses to products that the respondents have already intended to purchase and not for browsing.
The majority of the respondents (68 and 76 %) take into consideration positive comments about a product during the purchasing process and will be consequently be more inclined to buy the product. However, while a positive comment from a friend directly leads to conclude the search and buy the product for 21 % of the respondents, the search is concluded for only 5 % if the comment is made by another consumer.

![Figure 8. Influence of eWOM recommendations on consumer behaviour (percentage)](image)

Almost 20 % of the advice from other consumers is ignored during the decision-making process, while only 11 % of respondents would not consider message from friends and personal networks. In relation to messages from other consumers one respondent answered:

- ‘I will reflect on it, but not in the same way as when a friend recommends the product.’

The above results are responses to positive eWOM. Next, responses to negative communication are illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows the responses to communication from friends and online connections and other consumers respectively.
Again, it is evident that statements from friends and online connections have most influence on conclusive purchase decision-making, but advice and reviews from other consumers is massively considered. Only a very small percentage of respondents choose to buy the product if it has been dissuaded by others while by far the majority searches for further information. 17% of the users choose not to buy the product if a friend or online connection dissuades it, while 9% refrain from buying it if another consumer reports a negative experience with the product. Also, more respondents choose to ignore messages from other consumers than those from friends and connections. Based on these results, it can be argued that eWOM has an influence on consumer behaviour and purchase intentions. One respondent directly replies that he/she uses social media to read information about relevant products or companies because

- ‘[…] hearing other people’s opinions about products/companies has an influence on my choice’.

However, the results presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 have in common that the majority of the respondents express a need to continue their information search. One message alone rarely changes consumer behaviour. This is also connected to what was previously stated, that the sheer volume of statements seems to be important in relation to reliability and thereby persuasiveness. This is also evident when reading the text-based answers. Here are some examples:

- ‘I continue my information search, but take the recommendation into consideration’
- ‘I want to have more opinions’
- ‘I research more thoroughly, depends on the type of product’
- ‘I will seek more information on the Internet’
- ‘Then I would investigate more about that product and then make my decision’
- ‘I will further investigate the product specifications […]’

Thus, both negative and positive eWOM influences users’ information-seeking behaviour and purchase decision-making in the sample. However, when we compare this result to our previous results stating that negative sentiments are both communicated and noticed to a higher extent than positive sentiments, it is clear that negative sentiments are also more effective than positive sentiments.
4.5 Discussion on digital information culture
Web users employ eWOM communication to share their opinions and to find other users’ opinions about a product or a company. These opinions can then be used to make a decision, to confirm an already formed opinion or to alter it. A report by Harvard Business Review Analytic Services states that the average amount of time spent on particularly social networking sites increased 82% in 2010 (Harvard Business Review). In Denmark, the percentage of population (aged 16-74 years) connected to at least one type of social network has increased from 42 % in 2009 to 54 % in 2010 (Danmarks Statistik, 2011). This is for example supported by a 2007 survey by Deloitte which states that 82 % of purchase decisions have been directly influenced by consumer reviews (Deloitte & Touche, 2007). The new social media offer opportunities for companies because “[n]ever before have companies had the opportunity to talk to millions of customers […]. [However,] never before have millions of consumers had the ability to talk to each other, criticizing or recommending products – without the knowledge and input from a company” (Harvard Business Review, 2011). This creates challenges for companies because they are no longer the single source of information, and the influence of their communicated messages has decreased in favour of the influence of the consumers. However, a study conducted by Harvard Business Review Analytic Services found that “[m]any organizations seem to operate under old paradigms, viewing social media as one-way flow marketing messages, instead of capitalizing on the opportunity to monitor, analyze, and participate in the millions of conversations between consumers” (Harvard Business Review, 2011).

At the same time, our findings suggest that consumers are also sceptical about online communication channels and prefer traditional face to face communication. When asked why they choose to search online, the respondents mention the easy access to a lot of information from a variety of sources that the Internet and social media have to offer as opposed to the offline world:

- ‘It is easy to google e.g. the products name and then ‘review’ etc. […] By googling I have access to millions of people’s buying experiences – not only that of my close friends/family. Then I will investigate more about that product and then make my decision.’
- ‘You can ask a lot of people the same question at once and quickly get information from sources whose reliability you can easily judge.’
- ‘It is the easiest way to get an honest opinion about the product. Well, the Internet is the way to go and it has a larger amount of information.’

This shows that people participate in the digital culture and choose to make use of easy access to information and the possibilities that the Web 2.0 offers for multilateral communication. It is easy to find information from other consumers online even though you do not know exactly where or on which website to begin because all online resources are available by just one click in a search engine.

5 Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to investigate to what extent and how eWOM through social media influences Danish consumers’ behaviour. According to our knowledge and the literature review, so far little has been published about Danish consumers’ online communication practices and in particular about eWOM. The only exception is represented by Jepsen study
(2006), who have studied consumers’ newsgroups and whose results suggest that online social networks must play an important role in Danish consumer behaviour. The goal is therefore to investigate the relevance of social networks consumer communication for Danish users by challenging common assumptions about users’ engagement and media usage through the investigation of the real behaviours and preferences of a group of Danish users in regard to WOM communication patterns (online versus offline). The study is grounded in communication and consumer behaviour theory (Festinger, 1954; Varey, 2001; Preece and Maloney-Krichmar, 2002). We have carried out an exploratory study to investigate four theoretically-derived research questions. The first research question investigated eWOM and types of Danish users’ communication (online versus offline). Our results highlighted that a personal level of knowledge as in face to face communication (offline) is preferred by the group of Danes involved in our study because of the informality of this type of interaction as compared with social media communication. A similar behaviour was identified in online communication because the Danish users involved in the study prefer to communicate using their real identity rather than being anonymous. Thus, the possibility of anonymous communication, which is conceived of as one of the most important features provided by digital platforms (Preece and Maloney-Krichmar, 2002, p. 7), seems not to be perceived by the users as relevant when communicating personal consumer experiences. Furthermore, based on our sample we found that the majority of users prefer to read and monitor other consumers’ messages or to answer them only when their opinion is asked. Hence, with respect to the Social Technographics Profile, the users were mainly joiners and spectators and rarely senders (creators or critics) of eWOM.

Not surprisingly, Danish social media users involved in the study find eWOM from friends and peers (including anonymous recommendations) more trustworthy than messages from companies. This is mainly because they are perceived as sincere and objective, which provides support to Festinger’s theory of social comparison which states that the belief of sharing a similar condition increases trust among people, even if they are strangers. In addition, knowing and trusting the sender of the eWOM increases the persuasiveness of the message and thus influences consumer behaviour. However, even though friends are regarded as more trustworthy than other consumers, the latter still have an impact on consumers’ choices, particularly when the products are evaluated negatively. According to our survey, eWOM results in additional information seeking and in many cases also in a change of opinion about products and companies and consequently a change of purchase decision. As expected, negative eWOM plays an important role in consumers’ decision-making. First of all, Danish social media users communicate negative eWOM through social media to a higher extent than they communicate positive messages. Negative experiences are remembered more often than positive experiences and are also shared to a greater extent. We also investigated the difference in persuasiveness of negative vs. positive messages. We found that the more negative the message, the more it influences the Danish consumers’ behaviour from our sample. By contrast, positive messages are most often perceived as too subjective and consequently less trustworthy. Accordingly, positive reviews are less persuasive and less successful in influencing consumer behaviour.

Overall, our findings emphasize the increased influence that eWOM in online social networks has on consumer behaviour. We foresee that eWOM will increasingly impact the reputation of businesses in the future and therefore consumer satisfaction will be more and more important. Particularly, our study supports the idea that Danish users rely to their personal online social networks to search for information about products and brands. In line with Jepsen research,
who found that consumers’ newsgroups are primarily able to replace commercial sources and not primary reference groups, we found that online and offline social networks are the most relevant sources of information. Our study highlights also how product and brand communication of the companies is often perceived as untrustworthy compared to other information sources (e.g. WOM or eWOM consumer reviews) by the Danish users. As pinpointed in Li et al., 2008, “people use technologies to get things they need from each other instead of companies”. Furthermore, literature acknowledges the role of culture in consumer behaviour and engagement.

This trend is acknowledged not only by the Danish digital consumers in our study but also by a growing interest in emerging trends such as reputation management, big data and social media analytics research. Therefore, it is of great importance for companies not only to monitor the social media discourse that surrounds them in order to react quickly accordingly, but also to build new forms of legitimacy in the digital world. Different strategies to regain company’s legitimacy are emerging. First of all, companies increasingly participate and engage in the online discourse in social network, as stakeholders. This dialogical nature of social media allows companies to establish what Morsing & Schultz (2006) called involvement and endorsement strategies. The involvement strategy implies no boundaries for the organization that co-creates meaning, sense and vision together with its stakeholders. Another response to the crisis of legitimacy is through the endorsement of opinion leaders. The endorsement strategies are used to diffuse content and get feedbacks, while avoiding potential consumers’ criticisms (Morsing & Schultz, 2006). Through the endorsement strategy, companies target a minority of users in digital media, called influencers, who are able to impact on public opinion.
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